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Text 
ABSTRACT 
Scanner-panel data have long been important for understanding advertising’s effects. 
Although the nature of advertising often has been investigated with scanner-panel data, the 
nature and value of scanner-panel data itself has rarely been considered. Although scanner-
panel data is revered—even worshiped—by many, it has measurement issues like any other 
complex data set. While early estimates of advertising effectiveness from scanner-panel data 
may have appeared too low, some estimates are not vastly different from other data bases as 
can be ascertained from recent meta-analyses. But learning about the situations when, where, 
and how advertising does have large effects is critical and the future development of scanner-
panel data does have a way to go to help answer these key questions. To make scanner-panel 



data more powerful, we recommend that choice data sets be augmented to correct for their 
inherent weaknesses. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Round up the usual suspects. 
—CASABLANCA 

Forget it, Jake. It’s Chinatown. 
—CHINATOWN 

Scanner-panel data and advertising have long had an uneasy relationship. If they were 
characters in a film noir movie, advertising would be the beautiful, young femme fatale being 
investigated by the cynical, hard-boiled detective of scanner-panel data. Although the early 
years of scanner-panel data seemed to suggest that advertising clearly was an unfaithful wife 
of the brand—with hardly an advertising effect to be found—more recent evidence shows 
something more complex. Rather than being a fully objective private eye, scanner-panel 
data’s character flaws make it certainly as complex a character as advertising itself.  

Once machine-recorded scanner-panel data were thought of as the stuff dreams were made 
of—at least for researchers. But when early research failed to show the advertising-sales link, 
many dismissed advertising’s value in favor of sales promotion. Although many researchers 
focus on the models and how well they estimate advertising effects, this research will focus 
primarily on the data and what we can learn from it.  

Steven M. Shugan, in 2002, raised concerns that researchers often may be inappropriately 
“worshiping” information like scanner-panel data only because a respected secondary party 
(Information Resources Inc. [IRI] or Nielsen, for instance) collects it for practitioner use 
(Shugan, 2002). Instead, one should think of scanner-panel data as a source of a powerful 
dependent variable—household choices over time—that needs to be paired with other 
variables and appropriate models to predict those choices.  

Occasionally, industry studies are designed to collect such key independent variables as split-
cable studies, but other times, the results must be inferred when natural experiments are 
found in the data. To set the stage, one needs to go back to the origin of this research more 
than a half-century ago. 

 

SUMMARY OF THE RESEARCH 
Enter the Hero: Scanner-Panel Data 
Before there was scanner-panel data, researchers still tried to understand and model consumer 
purchases histories. As early as the 1950s and 1960s, self-reported diaries were used, but the 
data they reported always seemed to exaggerate the share of the dominant brand at the 
expense of smaller ones: When consumers were asked to recall brands purchased, if the event 
was not easy to recall, then brand familiarity was used as a proxy for recalled behavior. These 
self-reported diaries typically were filled out on the day in the week they were due to be 
mailed back in, so purchases earlier in the week were the most prone to error. The advent of 
mechanical scanner readers meant this bias disappeared and lead to greater confidence in 
using this data to understand how to manage brands. As the data evolved into single source 
data connecting advertising exposure to purchase, a strong understanding emerged regarding 
the data’s strengths and weaknesses (Table 1). 

<<Place Table 1 about here>> 



The advent of reliable scanner-panel data had an almost revolutionary effect on perceived 
value of sales promotions versus advertising. The first things researchers began to see in the 
new scanner data were the pronounced effect sales promotions could have. Previously, brand 
managers had to rely on warehouse-withdrawal data, which did not pinpoint the timing of 
sales increases with much accuracy. What the new scanner-panel data showed was that sales 
spiked dramatically on any kind sales promotion (e.g., cents off at the store shelf; coupons; or 
even an end-of-aisle display that signaled a temporary price cut) (Guadagni and Little 1983). 

By contrast, advertising effects were hard to find. Initially, advertising data weren’t even in 
data set. But, in time, these details became available in a separate file that could be merged 
into the purchase data. The first researchers couldn’t find any advertising effects at all, and 
many of these early studies never were published. The first effort to find even a modestly 
significant effect generally was celebrated within the advertising academic community as a 
significant event (Tellis, 1988a). The Wall Street Journal, however, was not impressed with 
this finding and criticized the advertising community for even suggesting that advertising 
effects could be so small.  

It was too late for such comments, because the lament within the advertising community 
already had begun. In 1992, David W. Stewart documented the angst and tried to offer 
consolation. And advertising’s reputation continued to suffer. A 1995 analysis of split-cable 
studies seemed to be the nail in the coffin for advocates of advertising (Lodish et al., 1995a). 
This work reviewed 389 real-world experiments comparing either a no-advertising condition 
or a low-advertising condition with a high-advertising condition. In few cases was 
advertising’s effect seen as even statistically significant at the =.8 level; in half of those 
cases, these effects could have been produced by false positives.  

Worse yet, these studies showed that, on average, a one-percent increase in advertising 
spending returned a .05 percent-increase in sales (Half the amount from the most recent meta-
analyses of all estimates of advertising elasticity). With a break-even point generally 
acknowledged to be between .1 and .15 percent, the report may have been rather negative for 
advertising. 

The revelations from scanner-panel data sent out a ripple in the package-goods industry—and 
a pronounced shift in spending from advertising to sales promotion (Tellis 1998).  

In response, many advertising agencies reacted by diversifying into other types of marketing 
services, especially sales promotion. A widely circulated 1989 Shearson Lehman Hutton 
analysis detailed how the ultimate result of this diversification was the merger wave that 
created the six major holding companies: Omnicom, WPP, Interpublic, Publicis, Dentsu and 
Havas.  

Once the major holding companies were formed, the integrated-marketing communications 
concept followed as a justification (Sasser, Koslow and Riordan, 2007). Observers conceded 
that power in package goods distribution had shifted from brands to retailers. Instead of being 
a loyal wife of the brand—to pick up the film noir analogy from the authors’ Introduction—
scanner-panel data exposed advertising as the femme fatale, a deceptively beautiful woman 
serving her own needs and no one else’s. Sales promotions had been transformed as well, 
from a cheap tramp to a steady, reliable woman who whispers careful warnings in the ear of 
the detective. 

 

Reactions To The Advertising/Sales Promotion Debate 
Many refused to accept the conclusion that advertising’s effects could be so small. For 
example, some analyses went back to the heart of advertising’s creative roots and argued that 



creative advertising must be effective (Kover, 1995; Kover, Goldberg and James, 1995). 
Others asked if advertising might have lost its creative roots and needed to return to them to 
be more effective (Reid, King and DeLorme, 1998). Some proposed that creative (and, hence, 
effective) advertising was something called on by brand managers only under duress (West 
and Berthon, 1997; West, 1999). In other words: it was possible advertising wasn’t effective 
all the time, but it still could be powerful if clients and agencies would just be more creative. 

Yet, many in advertising grudgingly did accept that it was inevitable that advertising had 
weak effects. These findings were supported by work in the consumer information-processing 
paradigm. Called the “weak-effects hypothesis,” this approach argued that advertising can’t 
be that powerful because most consumers don’t think deeply enough about advertising to be 
profoundly persuaded by it. 

Some questioned the new popularity of sales promotions by questioning their strategic basis. 
Excessive promotions that affect long-term expectations and reference pricing potentially 
could harm brands in the long run (Jedidi, Mela and Gupta, 1999), despite the fact that such 
offers could be optimized to maximize retailer (as opposed to brand) returns (e.g., Tellis and 
Zufryden, 1995). The issues involved, however, concerned the empirical findings of whether 
or not there were some kind of pre- or post-promotions dips in purchase: Were consumers 
noticing the timing patterns discounts and strategically stockpiling? Or was there actually 
increased consumption? Some studies did investigate detailed reasons for dips, but found 
them varied and complex (Mace and Neslin, 2004). 

Despite these concerns, considerable research did eventuate that deepened the understanding 
of advertising, with the articulation of 13 themes (See Table 2). These views are certainly 
diverse, some with opposing viewpoints. As Randolph E. Bucklin and Sunil Gupta discussed 
in 1999, many of the academics who accepted the new logic of the relative influences of 
promotion and advertising still found many unresolved issues in advertising’s subtle effects. 
Yet practitioners considered many more issues on advertising still unresolved and often based 
these opinions on their own proprietary data and analysis. 

<<Place Table 2 about here>> 

Critics of the new advertising/sales promotion logic relied on different kinds of data to show 
advertising’s effects. For example, one study offered a number of analyses of scanner-panel 
data that showed a more pronounced effect of advertising (Blair and Jones,1996). The core of 
the critiques had less to do with the models used, but rather the kinds of data. Both Blair’s 
and Jones’ work relied on augmenting scanner-panel data with other types of data.  

These issues boiled over in a rather nasty exchange in the normally gentile world of scholars 
(Blair and Rosenberg 1994; Jones 1995; 1998; Jones and Blair 1996; Lodish 1997; 1998): 
Blair and Jones argued that Lodish’s work showed “poor data hygiene”; Lodish countered 
that Jones’ models were subject to bias. Although this argument seemed to have simmered in 
the background for several years, the attack on scanner data’s reputation as an objective 
detective was only the first round in what became much wider questioning of “our 
detective’s” character—and, as a result, the value of advertising. 

 

CRITICAL POINTS OF DEPARTURE 
Questioning the “Detective”: Scanner-Panel Data Revisited 
A key to understanding scanner panel’s inherent problems started to emerge as expanded 
computer power and more sophisticated models enabled richer analyses. In the 1980s, 
modeling the data demanded a sizeable computer. Not until the mid-1990s did researchers 
have the technology they needed to handle more than one category simultaneously.  



An early model to address multiple product categories was created by Andrew Ainslie and 
Peter E. Rossi (1998). Their work showed that, across five categories, households with 
sensitivities to price, display, or feature advertising in one category also tended to show the 
same proclivities in the other categories. And, for the first time, scanner-panel data started to 
show fairly obvious relationships between household demographics and purchasing behavior.  

On the face of it, such findings may hardly seem revolutionary. But, the larger issue related to 
modeling strategies focused on “unobserved heterogeneity.” Previous modelers were well 
aware that households were different—often so different that those differences could drive 
spurious results. In survey research we know that if different subpopulations use different 
parts of the scale, it could make it look like there were meaningful differences between 
subpopulations even though it is only response style differences. In scanner-panel data, if one 
compares different households—like brand loyal households to non-brand loyal ones—if one 
does not control for these heterogeneous preferences, modeling problems result. What Ainslie 
and Rossi did was to augment a single scanner-panel data set with information from others 
and, therefore, partially measure directly what previously had been unobservable. 

Several other studies also tried to get at more direct measures of unobserved differences 
among households. For example, one data-enrichment approach combined conjoint data with 
scanner-panel data (Swait and Andrews, 2003). Although different households were used in 
each study, the authors were able to combine the two data sets successfully; their joint model 
significantly outperformed the pure scanner-panel data model. A key finding is that 
consumers react to new attributes and new attributes levels in ways that cannot be modeled 
with historical purchases alone. Consumers also react differently to alternative promotions. 
In-store promotions and pre-clipped coupons seem to have impact in proportion to the size of 
their discount, but in-store coupons have a larger effect that the discount alone. 

Yet another study tried to understand the effects of sales promotions by including more data 
(van Heerde, Gupta and Wittink, 2003). Normally, the effects of sales promotions only 
looked at the brand promoted and they showed that three-quarters of the sales lift came from 
switches from other brands. These authors, however, expected that, if this phenomenon does 
hold true, then purchases of other brands must decrease. This strategy, again, augmented the 
data to provide a richer understanding of household behavior. When modeled in a more 
sophisticated way, the effects of a sales promotion on brand switching were shown to be far 
more modest:  Brand switching, in fact, accounted for only a third of the lift. 

One group of researchers took the research a step farther and used a questionnaire to 
determine household panel members’ preferences for brands and then integrated that 
information into a scanner-panel data model (Horsky, Misra, and Nelson, 2006). In doing so, 
the authors went to the heart of the unobserved-heterogeneity issue and directly measured it. 
Not only did the model fit better, but the model also suggested that most scanner-panel data 
models showed inflated sensitivities to prior purchases and price changes and tended to over-
fit what was observed in the data. If one took a more direct approach and used self-reported 
measures for brand preference and price sensitivity, the study argued, both have smaller 
effects than previously had been believed.  

The implications are potentially profound. There is a view that coupons or sales promotions 
can be used to get consumers to try a brand and then consumers will become accustomed to it 
as they continue to buy it even post-promotion. Such logic may be faulty because some 
scanner-panel data models may overestimate the price sensitivity of consumers to try a brand 
and their inertia in continuing to use the same brand after a switch. But the core issue isn’t so 
much the implications for couponing or sales promotion as it is the underlying nature of 
scanner-panel data: All data have measurement and modeling challenges. 



 

Character Flaws in Scanner-Panel Data 
At first, accusations of flaws were limited to accuracy. But the problems have extended to 
other problems that are more fundamental. The benefit of hindsight is that Jones and Blair 
probably were right in pointing out data problems. Lodish and colleagues (Hu, Lodish, and 
Krieger, 2007) have replicated their analysis with data collected after 1995, which is known 
to be considerably cleaner. They found a much higher advertising/sales elasticity ratio on the 
order of .17, which is higher than the .1 found from a recent meta-analysis of all studies 
(Sethuraman, Tellis and Briesch 2010).  

Scanner-panel data sets can only be as accurate as the choices that are in them. It literally is a 
record of purchase only so if some household purchases are not there for some reason like 
forgetting an identification card at home or the retailer does not participate in the collection 
program, those purchases can’t be included. To figure out the shelf price of all options the 
household had at the time of purchase, one can infer this by listing price by UPC by store by 
date for all buyers in the data set. Normally, these inferences are good ones to make, but 
others can be more problematic. Coupon availability for a given household also has to be 
inferred from what others in the data set redeemed (Musalem, Bradlow and Raju, 2008). One 
also has to infer the consideration set of which products the household actually thought about 
purchasing before choosing selected brand. Some researchers think this does not introduce 
bias in estimates but others disagree (Bongers and Hofmeyr 2010; van Nierop et al 2010). 
Another issue is whether brand loyalty measures inferred from choices alone are good 
measures (Horsky, Misra and Nelson 2006). Ideally, managers and researchers want to know 
about the decision making that happened in the supermarket isle, so as to know what 
consumers actually looked at and thought about just before they pulled a package off the 
shelf. The data collected, however, is only what appears at checkout and this is because there 
are often no real alternative measures from outside the purchase history. 

The issue of accuracy became even more problematic when information from several 
sources—in particular television and print advertising—was combined with purchase data. 
Today, researchers can look to programs like Project Apollo (Wood, 2009), which accurately 
integrated several different media and consumer purchases. But the developers of Project 
Apollo were keenly aware that over a dozen other attempts to integrate data into what is now 
known as “single-source data” had problems correctly matching purchases with advertising. 
The trouble was that Project Apollo’s accuracy came at a high cost, which apparently many 
client firms were not willing to underwrite indefinitely and the research program ended in 
2008.  

Although scanner-panel data collected more recently is more accurate in correctly matching 
advertisements to purchases than it had been when scanner-panel data was first collected, 
even if the data were recorded perfectly, the underlying structure of the data presents much 
more difficult problems. Martin Bongers and Jan Hofmeyr, in a 2010 Journal of Advertising 
Research paper entitled, “Why Modeling Averages Isn’t Good Enough: A Critique of the 
Law of Double Jeopardy” present a strong critique of measurement assumptions underlying 
some scanner-panel data models. Many models assume that consumers’ preferences don’t 
change over long periods of time. For many consumers this is true, but for others, preferences 
do change and this is what advertisers are hoping to achieve with effective advertising. But 
because model assumptions don’t match real consumers, the effects of advertising may be 
underestimated. 

To go farther into the measurement issues raised by Bongers and Hoffymer, consider two 
households. The first household buys Tide in week one. In week two, it buys Tide again. In 



week three, Tide is the choice once more. In fact, for 14 weeks in a row, the household 
continues to buy the same UPC of Tide, and at no time buys any other brand. If one were 
trying to predict what this household would purchase in week 15, the logical guess would 
seem to be Tide. Yet if one wanted to understand the motivations that drove the first 14 
weeks of purchase, this is not so obvious: There is no variance in the pattern of choice to 
given any firm clues. One might infer the household likes Tide. But the reasons could be 
rooted in some sort of deep psychological bond… or something so weak the purchasers 
weren’t even aware of their regular behavior. For some product categories, up to half of all 
households have completely uniform purchase histories, so the pattern of this first household 
is not unusual. 

Consider another household, however, which buys Tide in week one when it is on a cents-off 
sales promotion. In week two, the household selects Cheer with a coupon. In week three, it 
purchases Surf on a sales-promotion special. In week four, the choice is Gain, which is on 
end-cap display although the sales promotion wasn’t supposed to start until the next day. In 
week five, the household buys Purex with a coupon. In brief: For 14 weeks, this second 
household continues to always purchase one box per week but only the brand that’s supported 
with some kind of sales promotion. If one wanted to know why the household chose what 
they bought, the pattern would seem obvious as well—week in and week out, it bought on 
price. To predict what brand they would buy in the future, however, one would have to know 
what brand would be on sales promotion. For a researcher predicting sales in a holdout data 
set, this may not be problematic. But, for a brand manager trying to time her own 
promotional periods around that of competitors’ program, it becomes complicated. 

The comparison between these two hypothetical households highlights a unique feature of 
scanner-panel data: A tradeoff between the ability to predict and the ability to understand 
causation. The more regular the behavior, the easier it is to make predictions. But it remains 
difficult to understand why households act the way they do. A high level of variability that 
allows one to understand causality further obscures the ability to predict. This kind of 
tradeoff in scanner-panel data is unusual: In most valid data, the better one understands, the 
better one can predict.  

While these flaws in the data may seem problematic, the data are superior to most alternate 
data used. Also, the strengths of the data far outweigh these flaws (see Table 1). 

 

Coping with Character Flaws 
Although film-noir detectives typically have character flaws that go unaddressed, the question 
in marketing research is what to do about the deficiencies (Shugan, 2002). Some conjoint 
modelers like Jordan J. Louviere refuse to model scanner-panel data. To understand why, 
compare what can be learned from scanner-panel data to the findings from choice conjoint 
studies (Elrod, Louviere and Davey, 1993; Oppewal, Louviere and Timmermans 1994; 
Horowitz and Louviere 1993).  

In choice conjoint, researchers present consumers a series of choices specifically designed to 
identify why they are choosing one product over another. Their designs may involve two 
levels of five to seven variables and require 16, 32, 64 or more carefully constructed choices 
to extract their purchase preferences. If it is this hard to dissect purchase behavior under 
optimal conditions in a laboratory, then inferring preference from field conditions—where 
fewer choices are observed and those purchases are more regular—has to be even harder. 
There just isn’t that much information that can be extracted from one purchase history to 
fully understand the behavior of most individual households. In Steven Shugan’s 2002 



analysis, the data are not inclusive. Instead, one must bring in other information—from 
heterogeneity assumptions to modeling structure—to extract what one can from this data. 
And these approaches can present challenges in both under- and over-estimation of effects 
(Tellis and Weiss, 1995). 

A more pragmatic stance: One learns to cope with the data flaws. Five different modeling 
traditions take this pragmatic stance and have been used on scanner-panel data and the 
advantages and disadvantages of these are listed in Table 3. Regression has lost favor with 
many academics, but still is popular among practitioners. Multinomial logit models, while 
once popular with academics, has been less commonly used lately because of competition 
from alternative models. Of these newer models, the two major state-of-the-art methods are 
Bayesian estimation (Rossi and Allenby 2003) and structural models (Chintagunta et al 
2006). Specifically: 

<<Place Table 3 about here>> 

 The value of Bayesian estimation is that it reduces the extent to which one “over-
estimates” data with sparse observations, which is one of the problems mentioned 
above. That is, for households with highly regular purchases, Bayesian estimates 
“back off” making extreme estimates as well as characterizing the level of uncertainty 
in making such inferences. Bayesian estimation also is ideal for combining 
information from choice histories and unmatched questionnaire or experimental data. 

 Structural models structure the decision processes of consumers and firms so as to 
model the outcomes in the data as optimal behavior of various agents. Because of 
these assumptions, structural models can allow one to extrapolate outside the range of 
data observed, overcoming the prediction dilemma mentioned above. For example, if 
some brands in a category never have advertised, structural models might give 
insights as to whether unadvertised brands might benefit from starting to advertise. 

 
A rule of thumb in statistics should apply in these instances as well: If a data set is large and 
“clean,” one does not need overly complex models to estimates effects. With clean data, 
simpler models may perform well. However, scanner panel data are very rich, so simple 
means and regression can give biased results, because they gloss over effects at the micro 
level and return the biases from firms targeting of marketing mix (see Table 3). A certain 
degree of modeling sophistication is essential to recover causality correctly, estimated 
unbiased effects, and correctly model the disaggregate temporal and cross-sectional detail in 
the data. 

 

THEORY IN PRACTICE 
There are few areas in marketing where there is such an overlap between theory and practice 
as in the analysis of scanner-panel data. To properly analyze these data, it often takes a PhD 
to understand and apply challenging choice models. As a result, there is a great deal of 
overlap between market researchers and academic researchers. Professionals and academics 
often work together to explore this complex data, and this tradition goes back to some of the 
first scanner-panel articles (Guadagni and Little, 1983). 

While data are richer enough that one can test behavioral hypotheses in scanner panel data 
(Tellis 1988; MacInnis et al 2002), the complexity and limitations of the data may limit large 
scale theory testing. Although researchers can find empirical generalizations like those 
relating to price elasticities (Bijmolt, van Heerde, and Pieters, 2005; Tellis 1998b), there has 
so far been limited theory testing with scanner panel data. Some do combine the findings 



from scanner-panel data models with other types of research to come to definite and valuable 
contributions and insights about advertising (Sethuraman, Tellis, and Briesch, forthcoming; 
Tellis 1989; 2005; 2009). Yet to understand marketing theory better and thereby help 
practice, one normally needs control over the design of studies—and with scanner-panel data, 
those doing the deciding are practitioners who need to be willing to pay for field experiments.  
For this purpose, academics need to work closely with practitioners to design field 
experiments that can generate scanner panel data to test behavioral theories.  

 

THE NEXT STEPS 
The Usual Suspects 
Character flaws in a detective are not always disastrous—Marlowe still got to the bottom of 
things—but the more important issue, in this instance, is that scanner data tend to focus one 
on the usual suspects of research questions rather than address what managers really want to 
know. Scanner-panel data primarily have been used for pricing issues, particularly for sales 
promotions. Though researchers and managers alike want to move beyond such a tactical 
orientation with scanner-panel research, movements in this direction have been tentative at 
best—and for good reason: The variables with the best accuracy are price variables. 

Other “usual suspects” in scanner-panel research include advertising-sales elasticity, sales 
response curves, advertising decay, and media scheduling. 

It still is possible to find a variety of natural experiments imbedded in scanner-panel data. For 
example, new products appear in these data sets with some regularity and, when they do 
appear, can be examined (Ataman, Mela, and van Heerde, 2008). Researchers, however, 
mostly have access to data designed for other purposes and that means that they can use the 
data to answer marketing and advertising research questions only on an opportunistic basis. 
Thus, there is a great opportunity to test the numerous theories developed in consumers 
behavior within the framework of scanner panel data. For this purpose, academics need to 
design field experiments with the collaboration of practitioners. To do so, academics can 
make use of the fact that ads of different design can be delivered to matched households 
under varying experimental situations. The great advantage of these experiments is that they 
can test theory in real life market contexts.  

 

Going Beyond the Usual Suspects 
Marketing researchers do know how to model consumer choice, but they can only do as good 
a job as the data allow them. And good data need to be inclusive of the effects and that 
information need to be extractable (Shugan, 2002). Instead of haphazardly relying on finding 
natural experiments in data, researchers also need to have questions guide research—and then 
find or collect the data the researchers’ needs. To go beyond the usual suspects, there are four 
main weaknesses in scanner-panel data that need to be overcome: Content, carryover, media, 
and markets: 

 The creative content of ads may be the most important factor affecting response 
(Lodish et al 1995a; Tellis, Chandy and Thaivanich 2000). For example, in a 2009 
Journal of Advertising Research offering, “Short-Term Effects of Advertising: Some 
Well-Established Empirical Law-Like Patterns,” Leslie Wood showed that the quality 
of the creative execution has the largest effect on purchase—in fact, more than 10 
times more influence than the next closest factor studied. 
 



Tellis, Chandy and Thaivanich (2000) developed a model to show how individual 
creatives affected advertising response. The authors worked with a category that used 
70 different creatives over different cities. While their analysis was not based on 
scanne data, the model can easily be adapted. For this purpose, keeping track of 
individual creatives that are used in scanner panel data would be very important. 
Furth, Tellis, Chandy, MacInnis, and Thaivanich 2005 analyzed what aspects of ad 
content were most important. Their instrument for rating ad content can be applied to 
ads in scanner data. Such analyses can be very useful when designing future ads. 
 
For this purpose, when brand managers evaluate advertising in a split cable test, they 
also need multiple campaigns to compare why some advertising content works better. 
Instead of using only one campaign in a split-cable test, more than one might be 
needed. To develop advertisements with the largest effects—presumably the most 
creative ones—brand managers also need to be more open to exploring a wider range 
of creative work (Koslow, Sasser and Riordan 2006). 

 
 Researchers have now proposed models to  evaluate the roles of media and time of 

day (e.g., Tellis Chandy and Thaivanich 2000). A more fundamental understanding is 
needed on how media interact with one another and with time of the day to influence 
choice. Joan Fitzgerald, in “Evaluation Return on Investment of Multimedia 
Advertising with a Single-Source Panel: A Retail Case Study” (2004), tied media 
exposure to retail visits. 
 
Although some data sets like Project Apollo’s has detailed information on multiple 
media (Wood, 2009), the split-cable data in general does not provide as detailed 
information on the timings to examine media schedules. More detail on timings needs 
to be collected and appropriately modeled. 
 

 Carry-over effects often are difficult to assess due to a variety of technical problems 
(Tellis and Weiss 1995). Most importantly, aggregate data are known to inflate 
advertising effects. Yet many researchers still use aggregate temporal data estimate 
advertising effects because of the ease of working with aggregate data. The greatest 
loss is when researchers take aggregate already disaggregate scanner data for 
convenience. 

 
 Analysis is limited to only a markets: a few advertisements and test sites. While this 

may be good from the perspective of experimental design, there often are 
generalizability issues because these test sites frequently are complex environments. 
Even worse, Wal-Mart, most notably, never has participated in scanner-panel data 
collection by the major research firms, so households who purchase—in full or in 
part, at Wal-Mart—have escaped analysis. To have truly generalizable findings, the 
“Wal-Mart effect” needs to be understood. 

 

CONCLUSION 
Film noir has an undeserved reputation for unhappy endings. But there is no reason why the 
relationship between scanner-panel data and advertising needs to be negative. The rough 
initial relationship between scanner-panel data and advertising has matured into a more 
realistic one. A third of a century’s experience with scanner-panel data suggests that 
researchers will find that sometimes advertising does not work, but sometimes it does. 



Scanner-panel data, however, are merely one set of players in a larger drama of consumer 
decision-making. And although scanner-panel data are good sources of an excellent 
dependent realistic variable, household choices over time, the full story still requires a full 
cast of independent variables.  

Initially, the most popular independent variables were pricing related.  But the extent to 
which one can augment this data to include variables like media, creatives, ad content, and 
theoretically design conditions makes scanner-panel data much more powerful. But to go 
further will require researchers to spend much more time augmenting the data. Single-source 
data like Project Apollo, which tried to pull together advertising and choice measures, 
obviously are valuable, but the cost was prohibitive. Researchers—academics, especially—
need to make their own opportunities. 

The lesson: Advertising may still at times play the femme fatale, but other times she can 
become the heroine as well—and those are the times we need to understand better. 



Table 1 

Advantages and Limitations of Single Source Data 

Advantages Limitations 

 Observed data: eliminates problems that 
plague survey data like social desirability 
or demand effects. 

 Temporal disaggregation: can track 
effects on several levels, by the week day, 
minute and even second, which allows 
one to separate out current effects from 
carry-over effects as well as estimate 
wear-in and wear-out. 

 Cross-sectional disaggregation: can 
compare different types of households 
and control for their effects, for example, 
heavy versus light users, brand loyals 
versus non-loyals, etc. 

 Purchase disaggregation: can break down 
a single purchase into four components: 
timing choice, store choice, brand choice 
and quantity choice. 

 Market structure: can reveal how 
households switch between brands and if 
these purchases are for the same uses, 
then which brands compete most 
intensely. 

 Segmentation analysis: can show how 
households differ in patterns in brands 
purchased or in responses to the 
marketing mix. 

 Household representation: despite efforts 
to keep panels representative of aggregate 
USA demographics, households that tend 
to be more cooperative tend to show up 
more in panels, e.g., more widows, fewer 
young, mobile singles, and more 
households sensitive to the discount 
incentives use to reward panel members. 

 Store representation: some discount stores 
refuse to cooperate with the major 
scanner-panel data collections firms, e.g., 
Wal-Mart, Costco and Sam’s Club. 

 Advertising representation: purchases are 
usually tied to either TV meter data or 
print in the form of store feature 
advertising. 

 

 



Table 2 
Themes in Advertising Research Using Scanner-Panel Data 

 
Theme Selected Citations 
Advertising’s short-run effects are on 
average small—but highly variable. 

Tellis (1988a) 
Pedrick and Zufryden (1993) 
Lodish et al (1995a) 
Tellis and Weiss (1995) 
MacInnis, Rao and Weiss (2002) 

Advertising’s long-run effects may be larger. Givon and Horsky (1990) 
Jones (1995) 
Lodish et al (1995b) 
Mela, Gupta and Lehmann (1997) 

Advertising’s effects are smaller than 
promotions’ in the short run, but larger than 
promotions’ in the long run. 

Jedidi, Mela and Gupta (1999) 
Pauwels, Hanssens and Siddarth (2002) 
Ataman, van Heerde and Mela (2010) 

Price discounting of various forms may be 
helpful in the short run, but lead to reduced 
loyalty and higher price sensitivity in the 
long run—problems that need to be fixed by 
advertising or new product activity. 

Papatla and Krishmanurthi (1996) 
Jedidi, Mela and Gupta (1999) 
Ailawadi, Lehmann and Neslin (2001) 
Ailawadi, Gedenk, Lutzky and Neslin (2007) 
Ataman, van Heerde and Mela (2010) 

Unlike promotion, advertising does not seem 
to increase consumption rates. 

Neslin and Shoemaker (1989) 
Deighton, Henderson and Neslin (1994) 

Advertising can interact with other marketing 
mix variables. 

Balachander and Ghose (2003) 
Lemon and Nowlis (2002) 
Steenkamp et al (2005) 
Zhang (2006) 

Advertising seems to work by expanding the 
number of users or by building on loyalty. 

Tellis (1988a) 
Aliawadi, Lehmann and Neslin (2001) 

One role of advertising is to reinforce quality 
and justify a higher price. 

Kanetkar, Weinberg and Weiss (1992) 
Mela, Gupta and Lehmann (1997) 
Erdem and Sun (2002) 
Erdem, Keane and Sun (2008) 
Mehta, Chen and Narasimhan (2008) 

Media plans matter. Pedrick and Zufryden (1991) 
Fitzgerald (2004) 
Taylor, Kennedy and Sharp (2009) 

Maintaining share of voice in advertising in 
important. 

Pedrick and Zufryden (1991) 
Danaher, Bonfrer and Dhar (2008) 

The effectiveness of advertising should be 
viewed on a segment-by-segment basis. 

Zufryden, Pedrick and Sankaralingam (1993) 
Garretson and Burton (2003) 
Zhang (2006) 

Over time, advertising effects measured with 
scanner-panel data have increased in size, 
while the effectiveness measures taken with 
other methods have decreased; as a result, 
current advertising  elasticity measures using 
either method have come to have greater 
agreement and seem about the same across 
methods. 

Jones and Blair (1996) 
Ainslie and Rossi (1998) 
Hu, Lodish and Krieger (2007) 
Hu et al (2009) 



The content of advertising is paramount. Blair and Rosenberg (1994) 
MacInnis, Rao and Weiss (2002) 
Blair and Kuse (2004) 
Mehta, Chen and Narasimhan (2008) 
Wood (2009) 



Table 3 
Advantages and Limitations of Models Estimating Advertising Effects in Scanner-Panel Data 
Modeling 
Tradition 

Advantages Limitations 

Regression  Simple and easy to understand. 
 Frequently used by industry. 

 Dynamics are ignored, e.g., advertising’s effect on quality or 
price inferences. 

 Can’t deal with the direction of causality, that is, does 
advertising cause sales or sales cause advertising. 

 Hard to use to make strategy implications because most 
predictions are outside the range of data. 

Time Series  Can cope with dynamics in the data like carryover effects, 
wear-in or wear-out. 

 Can avoid reverse causality problems. 

 Can get computationally complex, especially with many 
lagged variables. 

 To measure current advertising effects require very short 
time interval, but this reduces the size of advertising effect. 

 When time intervals are very short, the data and 
computational burden can be enormous. 

Multinomial 
Logit 

 Allows for cross-sectional disaggregation minimizing biases 
from data aggregation. 

 Allows for temporal aggregation analysing choice at the 
moment they are made. 

 Accounts for differences in household advertising 
exposures. 

 Market structure analysis can be performed using cross-
advertising elasticities of brands. 

 Segmentation can be performed using advertising response 
elasticities. 

 Data are hard to set up with significant, painstaking data 
cleaning required. 

 More complex estimation than regression or time series 
models. 

 Subject to the IIA assumption that choice alternatives are 
independent, which rarely happens. 

 Strategy implications are difficult because the models 
assume only minor shifts in strategy will occur—one is 
typically outside the range of the data for major strategy 
shifts. 

Structural 
Models 

 Add in realistic economic theory to models, e.g., promotion 
increasing one brand’s sales should cause competing brand 
sales to fall. 

 Can infer some unobserved issues like marginal cost or 
competitive conduct. 

 Computationally intensive requiring sophisticated 
optimization techniques. 

 Although these models aim to make few assumptions, in 
practice they may make more, overly simple assumptions. 

 Hard to standardized across product categories. 



 Can deal with endogeneity concerns like rational consumers 
who anticipate promotions exploit them for stockpiling. 

 Good for out of sample predictions, in the future or after 
major strategic changes. 

 Hard to use outside the situation under investigation because 
theoretical assumptions can break down in practice. 

Bayesian 
Methods 

 Allow for household level estimates of responses to price, 
promotion and advertising. 

 Can incorporate prior information, especially where there 
are fewer observations. 

 Can estimate difficult models involving high dimensional 
integration when close-form likelihoods functions cannot be 
obtained. 

 Allow flexibility in model formulation when there are many 
parameters and limited data. 

 Computationally intensive, and in some cases estimates are 
not reliable. 

 Selection of priors can be abused by the researcher, 
especially when priors are subjective. 
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